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z Goals of the Cannabis/Marijuana 
Awareness & Prevention Toolkit

§ Address both the bad and the good of cannabis use

§ · Take no stand on adult use or legalization

§ · Scare tactics are ineffective

§ · Youth learn best from honest, interactive activities

§ · Information is power

§ · Use of cannabis by youth during brain development can be 
harmful
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z Learning Goals 

§ How to access and use the cannabis toolkit

§ Exploring the multiple modalities of using the toolkit

§ Brief overview of materials

§ Explore the remote learning applications
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z Unit 1 Cannabis/Marijuana: The Basics

§ Lesson 1.1: Cannabis/Marijuana 101: Weeding Thru Opinions

§ Lesson 1.1 Activity 1: "What Have You Heard? What Do You Want to 
Know?" Brainstorm Worksheets10 minutes

§ Lesson 1.1 Activity 2: PowerPoint: "Cannabis/Marijuana 101: Weeding Thru 
Opinions1 or 2 Sessions

§ Lesson 1.1 Activity 3: Cannabis/Marijuana Opinions and Facts1 Session

§ Lesson 1.2 Cannabis Awareness Jeopardy Activity 
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z Unit 2 Health Effects

§ Overview

§ This module provides a broad understanding of 
cannabis/marijuana health effects. 

§ This includes short-term and long-term effects 
of cannabis/marijuana use, the potential harms 
associated with the various methods of use, and 
the potential impacts on the adolescent brain.
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z Unit 3 THC And The Brain

§ This module provides information about the adolescent brain, the role of 
dopamine in brain development, and addiction to marijuana/cannabis.

§ Goals

§ Gain a broad understanding of the function of dopamine in brain 
development

§ Gain a broad self-understanding of how dopamine affects life choices

§ Understand how addiction to marijuana/cannabis develops
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z Unit 4 Refusal Skills and Social Norms

§ Overview

§ This module is designed to help youth build the skills necessary 
to refuse the use of cannabis/marijuana.

§ Goals

§ Learn skills to improve media literacy

§ To practice refusal skills
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z Resource Directory

§ Resource Index

§ Marijuana Awareness & Prevention Toolkit Exclusive Video

§ Addiction

§ Parents/Guardians

§ Agencies

§ Brain Science

§ Youth Resources
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z Remote Learning Curriculum 

§ Cannabis Awareness & Prevention:
A Remote-Learning Curriculum

§ Information for students, educators, and parents
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z Method 1 Learn It Yourself or LIY

§ Describe the applications of the learn it yourself model

§ Self taught model that some students who work well 
independently could be successful at.

§ Teacher assigns to students and students self navigate through 
the slides, worksheets and surveys.
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z Method 2 Teach it yourself or TIY

§ Method for teacher who choose synchronicity and direct 
instruction via video conferencing qpps like zoom etc.

§ Able to use Zoom, Teams, Google Meets or most applications

§ Materials that are provided for teachers, including power point 
slides and links, as well as worksheets and surveys.

§ Allows the teacher to set the pace of instruction and create their 
own curriculum 
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z Other Variables 

§ Most of the  materials that are provided are available in other 
languages. Chinese, Korean, Spanish, Vietnamese 

§ Teachers can fully customize the curriculum of the toolkit and 
present it in whatever method best suits their learners 
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z Sample Lesson
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z Some Frequently Asked Questions

§ Toward which grade levels is the Toolkit tailored?

§ Are there any materials, such as brochures, flyers, and/or 
letters, that I can print and share with my colleagues and 
community?

§ Do I need to be formally trained before I use the Toolkit?

§ Where can I find specific data, research papers, or additional 
information?
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z Thank You!!

§ Now let’s look at the actual toolkit. I will do a brief walkthrough of 
the website.

§ Feel free to ask questions by unmuting yourself or by putting 
question in the chat
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